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Lilly Levine (maiden name Weissbacher), born on March 31, 1925 in Kulsheim, a small town of around 
1000 people and 127 Jewish families in the area of Wurzburg about 100 miles (or less) from Frankfurt; 
she discusses living in Kulsheim until approximately 2.5 years old, then her family moved to Frankfurt; 
she describes 3 or 4 generations of her family as having lived in Kulsheim; her mother and father and 
one older brother; her father owning a store-general type department store; her mother working in the 
store; attending a nursery school run by Catholic nuns; experiencing anti-Semitism after they moved to 
Frankfurt in 1927 or 1928; growing up Orthodox Jew and observing all the religious holidays; attending 
Synagogue; speaking German at home; her father traveling a lot on business; their status as a middle 
income family in the community; her father’s customers (and some friends) belonging to the non-Jewish 
community; attending Jewish school (called the “Philanthropin”) until the fourth grade; observing holy 
days and other Jewish observances; learning to read Hebrew; Hitler gaining power in 1933, her 
memories of a lot of parading and speeches; the Nazi symbol called the Hagenkreutz (swastika); her 
mother becoming ill and dying of cancer when she was 7 years old; the insecurity and fear she felt from 
her mother dying and Hitler coming to power; inflation in 1920’s Germany and the difficulty this caused 
her father to earn a living; Jewish children no longer being allowed to attend public school / Jewish 
teachers no longer allowed to teach in public schools; the Philanthropin school taking in children and 
being overcrowded; her father getting beaten; new regulations every week; she describes her identity as 
Jew and German but making no distinction; non-Jews going along with Hitler’s new policies; the “Der 
Sturmer” newspaper containing Hitler propaganda and anti-Semitic diatribes; remembering the terrible 
German word “Verhaftet” which means arrested; friends arrested with no explanation; her uncle being 
taken to a concentration camp and later released; remembering the SA (Brown Shirted, uniformed 
members of the Hitlerite Sturm Abteilung) with machine guns; businesses forcibly closed; people 
affected trying to leave Germany (to places like Holland or France); the Zionist movement; staying with a 
family out in the country that was sponsored by a Jewish organization, and writing a letter to the Jewish 
newspaper; her school remaining open until 1938 or 1939; her school closing for a period of time after 
Kristallnacht; teachers and any students over 16 taken to concentration camps; visiting the American 
consulate in Stuttgart; her father getting turned down and then later obtaining visas with the help of her 
mother’s cousins in Cincinnati; traveling from Frankfurt to Hamburg by train; leaving Hamburg on 
February 12, 1935 before the Nuremberg laws; getting on a U.S. line boat and traveling to the U.S. with 
her father and brother; their inability to speak English; traveling from NYC to Cincinnati; obtaining U.S. 
citizenship 5 years later; attending Avondale (public) School in Cincinnati; learning to speak English; her 
brother attending Junior High School and learning English quickly; her father attending night school & 
learning English; she describes feeling more American than German after a time; her family remaining 
very orthodox and keeping kosher; the Nazis invading Poland in Sept 1939; deep concern about family 
and friends back home; the U.S. entering the war; her brother drafted into the Army and sent with the 
army of occupation (to England then Germany); graduating from HS in 1943; writing to U.S. President 
Roosevelt in order to try and get involved in the war effort; graduating from Ohio University; attending 
Jewish synagogue in Cincinnati and how it greatly differed from Frankfurt because it circumvented the 
practice of strict othodoxy; after the war, finding out about her uncle Arno and his wife (who lived in 
Stuttgart) being machine gunned down in front of a ditch in Riga (capital of Latvia); her cousin dying of 
starvation (as much as they could find out) at Buchenwald concentration camp 3 or 4 days before the 
American’s came; marrying her husband in 1954 and moving to Dayton; the emotions she felt going 
back to Germany to visit; visiting her mother’s grave at the Jewish Cemetery. 
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